
Kurtz's Brief aneeer to uestions onY0 eta 	form: 

"...3. In some pla.ls the scholarship is sound, in others, it is quite weak 
..." no specifications here but it doesCi6lude "SHE ATTACHED." 

In 6 Kurtz says "that I stangly urge UX2 to encourage Wrone to make the 
necessary changes to eut it into publishable fore. " jiy this Kurtz really 
means for the Vrone book to say what Kurtz wants said, regardlpss of the 

established and known official fact, rather than what Wrone wants to say. 
in this as in many of his other generalities tit are unsourced and undocumented 
Kurtz himself raise questions about whether his word can be taken and whether, 
after publishing a book supposedly on the assassination of president Kennedy, 
Kurtz has mastered the established, official and available evidence rather 
than propaganda about it . His book documents that he is not an authentic 
expert and if he is asked to produce citations for his personal cracks, wed.= 
he makes with no pretense of any support for them, it is without question that 
the record he makes on himself in this also establishes that he is not an 

authentic assassination expert and dotes on some of the more irrational, of the 
suspicions that, although refereed to as theoriey, are not theories at all. 
Thelare fabrications, inventions, without any actual support for them. 

In 7. Kurtz again soya  that if Wrone converts what he wrote into what 
leeeket:ee 

Xextz it should be published, but only if he does that, Iping what Kurtz A 
recoemend),would converta work of nonfiction into the kind of fiction Kurtz's 
0101 
4.411,D book is, 

next Kurtz has what he titles his "General Commentary" on what Wrone wrote. 
Kurtz's criticism under "Organization" ie again that CiVra-Le did not write 

what Kurtz would have written. 

The Kurtz criticism under "Head Shots" is again Kurtz wanting Wrone to 
write whit he would write and omit what he woulA omit. He also wants Wrone to 
depart from the established official evidence and, as Kurtz himself didlo 
for the st:•eet information that has no validity. Kurtz is clearly' not femiliae 
with the great amount of official assassination evidence that Wrone reviewed 
and from which he selected what he wanted to say because it is the official 
evidence and because that official evidence is other than the evidence used 
by the Connisaion and the major medifaurtz's uncritical use of this kind of 
steeet infornation resulted in a disaster in his own book. ijre be demands 
the same mistake of Wrone, who limited Os sources pretty much to the official 
evidence or uses of it btothers. It is not "theories," not conjectures, not 
manufactures but the ignored official evidence. Mostly igloredette teellPelAe, 

el leas Kurtz unscholarly attitude,peraists in his paragraph "Citations 
and Bibliogra 



That paragraph holds no support for the usual Kurtx crack that he is "well 
aware of Wrpneo infatuation with the works of iiarold Weisberg at dince this 

ersabluscript concerns the Zarcruder film, he needs to deminstrate a thorough know-
ledge of the literature that discusses the fists in some detail." here again 
Kurtz dastratee his preference for the made-up tr supposedly ab3ut the 
Zapruder film and actually what assassination nuts have made up -bane the subject- s matter ignoramuses, like Kilkx, prefer. There is no point in giving aey even 
slight credibility to that intellectual trash. Wisely, Wrone does not. Nor 
does Kurtx specify what he has in mind. ffot even in his endless cracks at me, 
the one who has limited hems-lf entirell to the official assassination evidence 
in his books and on this film. Kurtz saCs that there are "countless sources 
on the World Wide Web" that Wrone  omits from his citations. As he should have 
because what I have seen of that and what Kurtz apsarently likes of it is trash, 
not evidence, made-up junk, not estanlisli:ed fact. 

Kurtz is either dishongt or he is ignorant of the basic work I did on that 
film and made available to Wrone. It was I who discovered that it had been 
damaged and how it Iteas damaged, with what consequences, for example. We come 

g4,ler> to more of this, additional reason for Wrone not making usesof the official 
-14v-idence I made available to him. 

Undeeether Interpretations" Kurtz lists those he thinks and says that 
Wrone should have drawn on for their interpretations. I had contact witz 
three of those five and they broke off when I proved that they were wrong. 

2 

They preferred att 	to being factually correct. The serious mistakes 
in the works of Fiantik and Groden are dealt with in several of my unpublished 
manuscripts. Groden did two outrageously ignorant books and I devoted one of 
those manuscripts to his fabrications and his mistakes, Before the distributor 
of Groden's videotspe# settled a plagiarism case out of crourt I wrote that - 
Groden "can't even steal straight." Aside for the max and serious faCtual 
errors in what he wrote Groden drew extensively on the uncredited work of 
others and this liteary theft A is what Kurtz wants Wrone to use rather than 
the established official evidence. 

Karts again exposes himself as devoted to the assassination trash when he 
says, that "It i) imperative for Wrone to discuss those interpretations of 
the Zapruder 	" By this he is really demanding thart Wrone go for all that 
made-up and ispossible assassination trash that Kurtz likes and is not within 
the concept of the book Wrone wrote. 

Again, Kurtz's real complaint is that Wrone did not write the kind of 
book that Kurtz would have wanted him to write preferring, as krone does, 
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the actual official evidence to these childish fabrications that, when fact is 

not a consideration, can be made to seem to be quite attractive-but are 
fictions. 

e/ 
Kurtz then has what he titles his "Reviewer's assessment" of the book. 

So used is Kurtz to what is not real that he refers to what Wrone wrote that 
proves there eas a conspiracy to his "thesis." it is not hat and despite 

esi es 
Kurtz's misrepresentations of what Weene did write time fc does establish 

that there was a conspiracy. It doe ot and Wrone does not say that it identi-
fie the conspirators. 

Kurtz also alleges that Wrone must "make n4rous substantive changes in 
tho manuscript" becauee"therere too mealy factual errors." Tyae Kurtz's word 

for it because he cites not s single allZed factual error. fee also claims 
that "There are gsrhany statements that border on the libelous." 

I: 	tie /rough draft of -Ole Wrone manuscript and neither of these 
criticiras has aey basis in fact. What is more likely is that Wrone s'd not 

• • approve the assassination nuttiness to which Kurtz had always been" oted. 
Kurtz then Fists "se6 of the major parts of the manuscript that need 

revision." First is page 6, paragraph 2. Reread;ng this citation serves to estab-
list that whether or not Kurtz and others like him, what :iron states is well- 
extablished truth. 14 Kurd does not know that those 'area° names and more 

A/aiab% 
did dishonored thg asestlesethatais merely another tribute to his subject4 
matter ignorance. 

Then , "P. 7,1,6 - the blossominglruth in the hinterlands.' ':drone's hero, 
Earold Weisberg, lived [sic] in Frederick, haryland, hardly the' hinterlands'" 

I have a city of Frederick mail adexess bit 1  live on the side of 
Gaabrill mountain, not within the city of Frederick. The deer come up to cur 
home as they feed and the Canadian geese and the ijallard ducks make nests on 
out fiveiplua mazes each year. • 	le • sessere; 	-• ser• - • 	- 

Kurtz's next criticism is,"?.59, II, 4-6," The second shot eissed...'" The 
Warren Commission never said that the *cond shot missed. Tile evidence is in-
conclusive as to whether it was the first, the Second orlhe third shot which 
missed.IWarren Report, p.111." 

In addition to not being able to underaltand official and established 

assassinatiolfact, Kurtz is not able to understand plain English. Id the Commission's 
Report does not have the second shot missing, then the Coeeission could not have 
concluded that there had been no conspiracy, that Osweld alone fired all the shots. 
Depsite the assassination junkies of more recent years, it was only the first 
shot that the Coe mission dared claim inflicted all Sieven non-fatal wounds on 
the President and on Governor Connally and the Zapruder film leaves it without 
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%eine, 
glestion that the Commission's thmershot exploded in the ('resident's head. Thus, 
when the OoLniseioa could no longer avpid the shot a spray of concrete from 
which wounded gie Tague alightly, that had to have been the second of the admitted 
three shots that were, in the official account, fired that day and at that time, 

That follows is "2. 40, 3rd Par., 1.5 - 'Oswald would be fixing down at a 
steep angle. This is incorrect. The angle was 17 degrees, 43 ninutes, and 30 

)aeceeds, hardly a steep angle.'." In this Kurtz presents himself to also be an 
expert on rifle firing. A. downward shot from more than 66 feet uo in the air 
:nd at a target moving away from about 200 feet distant on the ground is firing 
"at a steep angle," according to the actual experts who offered any opinion. 
Because Kurtz cites no expert opinion he is again presenting himself as an 
expert in a field ill which he lacks the basic Kowledge. Because Kurtz is not 
an expert on such natters what other criticisms he makes of this nature will 
not be addressdd absent enothern2334o do so. 

What follows is Kurtz's foolishness in presenting himself as such an expert 
when in feet he is ignorant of such matters. Kurtz says that with one shot fired 
at frame 237 and the next one "after frame 255," then Oswald "had sufficient 
time to fire the two separate shots and wound 0onnally twicee" The actual 
time represented by those Zapruder feames is a *rifle more than a single 
second and despite .turtz's latex misrepresentation of the actual results of 
the actual testing done by the country's very best shots with the Army staging 
those tests, even under greatly improved conditions this shooting attributed 
to the Weald who had not handled a rifle in years, was not possible for the 
country's veil best shooters. This kind of serious and basic error is typical 
of Kurtz's criticism as it is of his writing in his book, and detecting these 

,fleifeee 
errors is not easy for eaecee 	 a 
peer-rceiewl-e.wodeesieetals who are used to accepting those presented as exmerts 
as real experts and who lack the skills and the knowledge necessary for making 
judgements about the assassination and what is written about it, officially add 
unofficially. Kurtz is so ignorant of the subject matter about which he writes 
and here offers criticisms that come from his ignorance in his own writing he 
has the shot that allegedly hit the President in the back of his neck epang 
upward in the President's body when it allegedly originated more than 66 Beet 
in the air. 

Kurtz is no less ignorant of Nation pictures, as he demonstrates in "2. 45 2, 
'The film eetabliehes a shot at aboA frame 190.' The film does no such thing. 
as drone himself admitted [sic.] ors p. 42, frame 190 is blurred. There is no 
evidence from that frame that JYK had been bit." in this Kurtz sets himself 

up against Nobel leeneeate "uis Alverez, who stated that the fuzziness was from 
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the unintended jiggling of the camera in reaction to hearing a shot, This is 

what 'drone is writing about, as others have, going back to my 1965 book. 

These not being serious enough flaws for the Kurtz who pretends to be an 

unquestionable eeeert on all matters on which he is not expert, he continues 
to demonstrate his adiction to making up for criticism what is not in the 

\Irene manuscript, that with bullets fired from front and sack at frames 312 and 

313,"1t is physically impossible to have such synchronization. Humans simply 
cannot respond that quickly." What need for any "synchronization" was there 

in firing at a visibie target who had already been fired at and struck? This 

is part of the street-talk assassination mythology to which Kurtz is addicted. 

The actual exvidence, the actual f official evidence, leaves it without any 

question at all that the president was fired at from both front and back, as 

even the House assassins comuittee, the work of which Hurts likes, stated. 

There need not have been, as Ilew Orleans District attornet Jim Garrison said 
ee there was, any corniunications system. When the target vould be hit, fire is 

Ceetat 	 A 

all the instructions, if there were any, that wee needed. 

In Kurtz's next incorrect criticism he again flaunts his ignorance of the 
actual official evidence and of the Zapruder film itself in, "P 46,4 - -team 

shows the beak of the head intact.' This is not accurate. The back of the head 

appears in only two frames, or in one-ninth of a second. Those two frames [which 

Kurtz is careful not to identify with their frame numbers] are not sufficiently 

Sharp and clear to state that the back of the head is not damaged'." If this 
flaunting of his professional ignorance is not enough for Kurtz he adds to it 

that it is presumetious to assert, solely on the basis of two frames, that 

the back of the head was intact." 

Because 4urtz's knoulodge is limited to the small fraction of the official 

evidence that had been withheld and I and another critic forced out in the BI's 
disclosures of .iecember 1967 and January 1968 as wall as any of the ',pm:lieu/3/1's 

published work that he did not risunderstand and/or eisrepresent, and he did both, 

offer an explanation of Kurtz's ignorance and of his failure to keep informed in 
the field in which he claims expertise. 

Life magazine made 55mm slides of each frame of the Zapruder film the Com-
mission indicated it wanted. The frames of that film were given their numbers by 

PBI Lebo ratory agent Lyndal Shancyfelt. What the magazine duplicated for the 

Commission extended to Yrage 343. But in the black-and-white copies of the color 

film the 2B1 prepared for the commission, which was to publish irriiblack and 

white, not in color, for his own reasons Shanayfelt stopped at frame 334. When 

I called this to the attention of the national archives, it was embareassed,it 
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wrote me an apology and it invited me in to examine those nine frames that the 

$'iI, whether by accident or intent, had suppressed from any Comaisaion close 
study and from publication in the exhibit of which they are part, Exhibit 885. 

I accepted the erchives invitation and projected those slides onto a screen 

that was about five feet wide. The clarity is startling in that great magnification. 
And almost immediate when individual Names are dxamined, here frame: that take 

only a ninth og second, the time eurtz has claimed is impossible for clear 

understanding, the back of the president's head is clearly visible. At this 

point in that film the President is thrown violently backward, against the back 

of the seat, and he has begun to fall over to his left, on to his wife. As he 

twists in his fall, for that ninth of a eccond the back of his heed ie clearly 

visible. Not a hgr seems out of place. There is no visible hole,A no visible 

rt blood on the back of the head or on the clearly visibleSii eollar. 
tham Mat there is no visiblound or blood on the back of the head so relatively 4 

long after the fatal shot but in fact only very shortly after it is enough to 
destroy the conclusions of the Warren .;ommission. As the AI knew because it 
imposed those conclusions on the Commission. So, there is basis for beiievieving 
that tie suppression of those nine frames by the :AI may have been intentional, 

but whether intentional or not, Wrone is quite accurate and as usual Kurtz is 

ignorant of what he writes about. 

I have prints of those frames made from the Zapruder film that was on TV 
on public television. Kurtz has never come to examine my records , as I have 

always permitted all writing in the field (most of Whorl I know I will not 
agree with), with unsupervised access to my awn work end to the third of a 

KU 2 et,e4o /144.4" ..41N4 Killion eages of ()Waal records I obtained by 'VIA litigatio 

°Geier. According to the disclosed FEI records, he got hit university to buy 

only the first section of those AI disclosures. I/ additoon to all of those 
records I sued for and obtained the relevant files of the AI's 44allau and 

New Orelans records and, as k4one was able to examine and Kurtz did not, to 

the degree possible I made duplicate copies of -what seemed to be the more 

interesting documents and filederthem by subject, not as the AI filed them, 

in the secquenco in which they reached the file clerks. 

On this I undersore that either Kurtz did not understand or he did not 
.erAlevo-

tie examine all that he had accessible, not like the above, what-ha-tie flotialthiigh 
he could Wyo. Kurtz had ray Post Kortem. TA it, on pages 53Off, I print in facsimile 
the report of the panel ofLedical experts the ''eeartment of Justice asked to 

examine the autopsy films and to report on them. That panel of the most authoritative 
of medical eapeate 	the wound that was fatal four inches higher than the 

authosoy report placed it, or not in the back of the head but "approximately 
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/reales 
100 mm. above the external oceipitsl erotuberance," the bulging bone opposite 
which in the Warren Commission case it was allegedllocated. .er, the seport 
of that panel of experts is in accord will/ what the suppressed nine roms of 

the Lapruder film show (page 590). 

(K4stz also makee4d uninformed cracks about what Wren° wrote about the 

impossibility of the single-bullet theory made up, in defiance of the official 
evidence, by the Commission. In  the official version that bullet sassed through 
the ?resident without striking bone. sceording to tbid same panel, on page 592 
of Post Aortem, which Kurtz has, in the "neck region" the autopsy X-rays 
show "several metallic fragment:' arepresentin this region. This is to say 
that Urone is accurate and infoskeed and his criticA, Kurtz, is , as usue3 not 
accurate and not factually informed.) 

Lusts praises shabby work on the assassination, but considering the book 
he wrote himself, this is not surprising. It was a very shabby book, at its best. 
It is the book of a ereconception-dominated mind that has not done the work re- 
quired to master the great mass of available official evidence. Be says "2. 89 
last 1, 'shoddy worlseaship.... This is an unfair scurrilous attack on one 05the 
most fespected works o Ifsz assassination scholarships." "fLeepectee by whom? Hy those 
who. like Kurtz, make up what they want regarded as evidence, as proof? By the 
mass of those who write other than fact and make up what they want to have be- 
lieved? I4ost by far of that has been written about the assassination is shoddy, 
including the Kurtz book, so he is hardly informed enough to know what is and 
what is not "shoddy." 

Kurtz again demonstrates his ignorance of the official "solution" and what 

it requires as he does his ignorance of shooting sinew's?. 92, 2nd Par., II. 4-5- 
'If a shot comes prior to 210 Oswald could not physically have fired it.' This is 
not true. Be could have fired through the leaves of the oak tree. The gusty 
wind could have blown the Itaveleut of his line of sight. lie could have fired 
from another window." 

Imagining and caking it up to suit his preconceptions and to ignore what is 
essential if the deport is to be believed, iCestz has Oswald firing at rwndom, when 
he could not sight the rifle because his view of the President was blocked by the 
dense foliage on that live oak tree. What in his subject-matter ignorance Kurtz 
also ignores is that if OsJald fired from any other window/, all the ballistics 
evidence would have been different and on that basis alone the Warren deport 
is disproven. lie also ignores the fact that photographs prove that most of those 
other windows were closed and firing through closed windows shatters them. 

Kurtz says that Josiah Thomeson's Six Seconds in belles is "a truly outsta}J ding 
work." ComiAsed with most of the assassination trash that followed this is true but 
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with regard to what was new that Thompson brought to light this is not true. kost 
of his book had been published earlier. 'chat Thompson did that was important was to 
have excellent artist's duplications of the parts of the Zaprader film that Thoalsin 
could not publish because of the copywright and the high costs of permission to 
use the film. Ia offering this opinion Kurtz again displays his ignorance of beth 
the established fact of the assassination and of the literature on it. 

This is glaringly true of Kurtz's statevents in criticism of Wrone's correct 
statement that "No credible evidence connects him (Oswald) to the assassination." 
Kurtz ticks off, entirely uncritically and again displaying his ignorance olthe 
official evidence that he avoided in his own work, what superficially would seem 
to connect Oswald with the assassination, but the actual official evidence is that 
the rifle was not and could not have been used in the assassination. In what Kurtz 
ticks off, like Oswald's prints on the rifle [Kurtz does not door say where.' and 
the finding of the shells that had been in that rifle near that sixth--floor 
window, ho fails to connect any of that with the crime, as the actual official 
evidence also fails to do and more, the actual and ignored official evidence is 
that the rifle was not and could not have been used in the crime. interestingly, 
Kurtz makes no mention here of exhibit 399, that so-called magical bullet, which 
was flieed from that -±ifle, but what the Uommission says of it is all made up by 
the uommisaien and is refuted in the mass of official evidence that is availble to 
those who, unlike '..urtz, take the time and go to the expense and trouble of eacaining 
it. Unpleasant as it may be to even consider, the act 'ty is that that bullet 
was planted and what the Uommission attributes to i 	staff of the uomission just 
made ap in accord with the official precreetion which was agreed to, and this 
exists in that fgno'off ralevre' 	i 	idente Kurtzes of assassination mythology. 
(I published enough of this at the beginning of Never  asaial  Wrone saw those 
documents helve, as Kurtz could haveti and Wrone made copies of them, as Kurtz 
could have and many otheVdid. 

It is false to say that, as Kurtz says, "Brennan saw Oswald in the sixth floor 
window just before and during the shooting." Not only is Brennan the most undepend-
able of alleged witnesses, when he stated this before the UommisAon, as in to a 
degree he did, he wasOrcontradicting himself asipf the night of the assassination, 
ekhen he saw Oswald in a police lineup and said Oswald was not the man he said 
he had seen. 

In his next criticism of Wrone Kurtz
` 
 displays his ignorance of the Zapruder 

. fiIa! Be says that "JFK could have heard ie sound of the first shot, which 
missed [ as in fact was not true], and raised his arms to protect his face." 
Aaide from whether or not the photographed position of JFK's arms could have 

aAaseaa 
protected his face, he never got them highe14-thanfthe-bottom cf his none and they 
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were in that fixed position for a relatively long time. ie also had one clenched 

hand in front of the other, which was not a position for protecting the face. She 

CommisAon eahibit 885,Vilume XVIII, pp. 1 ff. This, too, is typical of Kurtz. 

As he made up the nonsense in his book he also makes up his criticiams of Wrone, 
without regard for the established official fact and generally in contradiction 

of it. This is not scholarhsip. It is assassination mythology. 

Kurtz's criticism of Wrone's ptatement *t  that the so-called magic bullet 
-4e was a shot from tee front include:his demand that Wrone state "What kind of ein 1 

and ammunition were used?" end "where did the bullet go." he  says that what 

Wrone wrote is "a0ether cf thoee categorical statements." 

With no bullet recovered and with the eossibility that the shot, which , 

according to the only witnesses who s4 that wound in the course of their 

medical efforts and before the nbody was altered was from the front, exited 

the back, although there is /go known answer to the eiestion Kurtx poses, the 
obvious possibility is thet the bullet,cited the b ck. And there were eyewitnesses 
wile testified to seeing a bullet imp cc  -nine the lieouaine. 

Kurtz is ludicrous and anything but scholarly and impartial in quoting 
rope as stating that Secret Service agent'iiIengr the shot hit the 

:Peesident about four inches down from his right shoulder.' Bennett must have 

had magical eyes, to be able to see a bullet travelling at moee than 2.000fps and 

see its impact (a tiny 6-7 mm. hole in the back of JIPK's suit jacket'." Tileclst 
obvious refutations of this Kurtz criticism is that when the bullet imoacts 

the imeact is visible, with clothing, by the motion of the clothing in reaction to 
the force of the bullet. What the supposed assassination scholar Kurtz does not 

say is that a wound at- that point on the President's body is confirmed not only 
by the required official body chart of the autopsy but also by the dhotographs 

tehen during the autopsy. There is ample other confirmation in the official evidence. 

In Kertz's criticism of what krone wrote about the back of the Peeaidenies 
heed and clothing as depicted in the Lapruder film, which means at the instant of 

the assassination,, wiseg16 and subjeciZter ignoramus that Kurtz actually 
is estates:"P. 138, 11 7-0- 'There is no blood on it [the back of JEK's head] or 
on the shirt collar.' Wrone cannot= the bleed- Eel-in those two frames, butthe 

blood is there. The back of thehead was drenched with blood, as was the collar 

(font and rear). El. Weisberg, post nortem,Pp. 597-8) ' ." What Kurtz ayoids 

saying is that on those pages 	
a/hteil 

published teo photographs one of 	had been 

suppressed and I obtained under Poi4 While what is important is that deliberately, 
because Kurtz 4Lertainly knew that the body bled after shooting, he neteeeprents to 

make his untrue point soon to be true. Tboee pictures were taken after the corpse 
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had been moved and had been in ashy different positions, which made the blood 

pattern different, between the tineq4pruder shot hie film and the time, after 

the autopsy in suburban Waehingtonjthat those pictures were taken by the P.I. 

It also is not true, as a glance at those pictures makes clear, that the 

collar was "drenched"  with blood, Part of it has no blood at all on it and the 

other half has a few small spots on it. Both collar Inds have blood on them but 

it cannot be said trlrthfully that the right side, as word, is Ifdrencbed"  in blood. 

W4at the supposed assassination eepert, Kurtz, does not mentiorythat the 

suppressed PEI picture of the front of the shirt provp that the official 

account of the assassination is false. In the official story a bullet entered the 

President 's back and exited trough his shirt collar and the knot of the tie. ilut, 

and this is quite clear, there are no bullet holes in either the collar or the tie. 

L'ext Kurtz observes that saying that William "eanchester lied"  is "potentially 

libelius". 'shat he does not say is tIr if it is true that Kanehester lied, it 

is not libelous.4)44 d., eve
*- 	 eii,ate) t1.4 ..41.14-1/ G11-4j ad44/ CiPh/nel- 

, 

Kurtz is so driven to"'critical o eWrone that he is driven to question 

74truder's credibility. The only aroment that Kurtz presents is that many of 

those who resorted what they said they saw in Dallas that day "presented clearly 

ereneous accou.A."  This is always true but that many wre not deeendable does not 

mean that all were. Those many also did not have their eye on a lens that was 

focused on the President, with his camera magnifying as I recall by four times. 

Zapruder was one ef the first actual eyewitnesees questioned by the feral agents 

and by the Police and his account has always been the same. If Kurtz were not, and 

for the responsibililui. he accepted this cannot be emphasized too much, a subject-

matter ignoramus, he would have known the the Zapruder credibility, of the ample 

confirmation of what he said and that dipite the considerable effort to get him 

to change what he said. In fact, despite the importance of his film, he was not 

questioned by the Warren Uommiseion until the month after it had pifnned to 

publish its Report-  and then he mast/ deposed in Dallas, with nt 14pmber of the 

CommiseCon present, with only the eoemiseion lawyer, Liebeler, and the court 

reporter in the room with Zapruder. 

Under "P. 147 - 1)4t. mar"  Kurtz says "There is no evidence that the sound 

of a shot ceased Zapruder to jiggle the camera at 190. In fact, the film contains 

ngerous jiggles, so numerous that if each resulted from the reaction to a shot, 

efe,  

the assassin(s) must have been fixing a machone gun..."  Here Kurtz presents oat'  

a psychiatrist end an expert on shock reactions and the tine they take. Oven if 

they are repeated. There is "evidenee"  that the shot caused a visible, a jiggle 

reactions. There is reason to believe that. Uhat 4.2rtz really means is that 

there is no proof of it and that matter not having been tested t trial there is 
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no proof. There is, however, ample reason to believe it. It is also repeated, 

after 

 
seine of his students got copies of Whitewash in 1966 and questioned him 

about what I said in the first published reference to that jiggline, by the 

iobel .eaueeate alvarez, in respOlifse to his students' questions.This is well 
known and it is reasonake'to believe that Kurtz also knew it, but he had no 
reason to believe that tie 6niversitylif KallSaS pr4ss or any other reviewer 
would know that so he Wee it because he just has to put drone down, Webne not 
having had any use for Kurtz's bock. And more than that in their history. 

Kurtz also criticized :iron for saying that in the official Ik"solution" 
Oswald had to be . firing through the glass"( P. 156 - ear. 1.5.) Kurtz then 

says that The Warren Commission specifically said that Oswald sat or knelt 
when he fired and that he did not fire through glass." What Kurtz does not say 
is that the Commission's star witness, Brennan, also testified that he saw the 
rifleman standing up. We do not know how familiar, if at all familar, eurtz 
is frith the actualcommission evidence, but we do knoe from his "review" that 
he is familar with Whitewash, my 1965 fleet book. On page 207 of whitewash 
1 reprint an )?BI picture tI Keilfor the Oommiseion and publ-ished by it. That Le 
picte1re mkkes clear whet Kurtz does not mention, how unusual that window and tee 
others like it in the MED really is. 

The cartoned bales of books that were there at the time of the assassination 
have been removed for this picture. Noertniper's de4in it. eThose carton puld 
have prevented ant shooting from the kneeling or sitting positiod (See ebitewesh, 
pages 204-5 for other official pictures of that -window and that::endow area taken 
on 11/22/63 and Known to Kurtz, according to eurtz himeelf.) 

Ft turning to the Commission picture of that window opened as photographs 
of the moment of the assassination depict, the sill is only about a foot above the 
floor and the wall is that thieck. It would have beer physical impossibility to 
he even aimed the rifle at the 'resident with the rifleman sitting or on his 
knees. If, with the leggth of his leg about twenty inches and with his face blocked 
partly from theteleteceeic sight by the boim of the half-railed windiper the 
assassin could have aimed, he wound have had to have most of his rifle outside the 
window and clearly visible with two shots 

did attract much attention. and eemember, 

Kurtz ad a dependable witness, the man he 

to be fired afte4he first one, which 
according to Brennan, regarded by 

ee 
claimed to have seen with a rifle was 

standing, and erennan is the Commission's only claimed eeewitnoss. That meant the 
Vine had to have been entirely inside the builds and not visible to those on 
the r ound and that it had to nave fired that bulletitheough both the upper and 
the lower f halfs of that windown, or through two panee of glees. 
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Lacking a factual basis for his criticism but driven to be critical, Kurtz 

makes it up, depending on the fact that the ULP and the other reviewer la his 

kind of detailed knowledge of the actual fact. 

Kurtz cites what Wrone said about Geeald loaner, Oat he "lied," as 

%libelous?" Saying that Posner lied is Ax from lieblous. I said much more than 
that about him, including that he plagiarized,/"s1  Case Open, and there has not 

been even an unofficial complaint from Posner, his publisher or his publisher's 

lawyer. Still again, Kurtz re lects his ignoraace of the assassination exc t as 

he can twist the actual evidence to suit his playing of Sherlock Holmes returned. 

In what Wrone wrote it is correct to state, as Wren° does, that oseer lied.Eis 

other criticisms of Posner are truthful and are not liaelous. This raises 

question, is Kurtz this much of a subject-::otter ianoraMike or is IA this dis-

honest in his criticism that recommend aeainst publication of the book without 

the int9iduction into it of what KertzVara
s
and wrote and is not true. 

„:7162, 3rd Par., 1. 4 - ' a man withput aiiie/.= This is hardly a scholarly 

judgement. A Higher authority than David 'drone must judge the status of loaner's 

eoul*." Only because he agrees with so much of loaner's p_ctions er because 

ed 
- s 

from 	past disagreementor because of his desire for attention can Kurtz 
say this. What Posner did is as reprehensible as it can be. He whored with our 

history for profit and glory and the reputation it got him for the future. He 

did this with what is perhaps the most subversive of crimes in a society like 
ia aels--.11 	 . 

ours, what is a de facto coup d'letat, and he inc udea In the means he used Neei' 

Pleaderism,.eitio4 is thievery. Whether or not Kurtz 'agrees with Posner, this 
A 

is a forced criticism of Wrone and for that a legitimate scholar, of not on 

tbriamix the assassination, hat have some inspiration or objective. 

Next 4Kurtx objects to Wrone rsfering to the "liver btone movie, JTK, as 

of "SO % false"in content. Kurtz then asks, "where is the documentation?" IR 
this he ignores the Wrone footnote, to my extensive files on the Wrone =tie. 

So, in asking the question Kurtz knew the answer. And if he had kept up on 

the controversy over the filxit, I began it. En because I do not believe that 

Stone had the right to say whatever ho wanted to sat  [t was because in announcing 

his film Stone told the country that in it he would tell the people '"who killed 

their President, why and how." That is a total impossibility. I objected to 

''-tone's lying to the people about what he would be producing. More because of 

his announced major sources. One was the Jim Garrieoe book, On the 'frail of the 

Assassins ) and the other was the Marr fantasy titled "Conspiracy." I was there 

and I was involved in some of what 'arrison wrote about, as cannot be determined 

for the Garrison book, nis book on the one trail ha never took, of the assassins. 



It is not Dos:able to speak too unkindly abut weatqemeison said and did and 

he would have done even worse if sore of his staff had not enlisted my help in 

preventing what they had failed to keep him from doing. This and more like it 

is in those files that drone used and cited and Kraft pretends has no source. 

That cited source is a file drawer in length. 

Karr, whose work has Kraft's approval, does not even pretend to be an 
expert on he assassination. His claimed expertise is on the so-called "theories," 
and he can't even keep them straight, as his book proves. karr is not a legitimate 

source on anything related to the assassination. I knew his book would be so 

I declined a fal fee for a peer reviiew of it because 1 knew the assassination 
nuts would be outraged and would try to make my life miserable. They'd have made 

. ta) 	 ediA,14c--411.4,) it unpleasant. iAceets 90aelHeeeeak ette:a 

lalaft says that the seed, paragraph on page 164 to refers to tie etone film 

as "pro-establishment." There is not a single cord that can faily and honestly 

be so interpreted. But the film's attention in the maborLedia did assure that 
it would attract large audiences and make money. (Which Wrone does not say.)That 

stone was critical of the P31 and the Warren commission does net mean he was 
anti-establishment or pro-eetblishem 	 t? ent in it. Certainlyt cites not a 

word in support of this made-up criticism. 

4t "P. 175, 1 st Par„1,e- 'Willis # 5 shows tkatx jFK hit' It does no such 
thing. Willis #5 shows J11( from the rear, with only the top of the shboulders 

and the back of the head visible. No response to a shot is evident on the slide, 
even under 5x magnification." Here 	Ir'exeloits a typographical error that is 

contradicted by the full pqragraph. Wrone mean to say soeething like "Willis itia 
#5 shows when JFK weas hit," and that, without question, it does. That Willis 

picture, which by the agreant of the Commission And  Willis, was taken in 

reaction to that shot, when Willis had not even had time to refocus his camera, by 
itself disproves the Warren "eport because it destroys what the Commission and its 
staff made up in raking up the myth of the "missed" or the "magic bullet." With 
JA sin before frame 210, as this one 4illis - 	proves, desoyes the Warrah 
ReCort and the case against Osvald4. as Kurtz knew, "cone did write that "at 202 
the camera comes down dfrom his eye." Wrone then wrote that frame 203 was blurred 

end at fraees 203, 204, 205 and 206 "/the camera clearly continues to descend." 
This, of course, is the opposite of what Wrone wrote by mistake, a typographical 

error. But rather than missing another entirely unjustified basis for his criticism 
of what Wronc wrote, Kraft makes a big thing of the obvious typographical error. 

This, too, gives an insight into the craft mind and intention. Whet is obvious from 

all of what Wrone did write about this is not that the President was hit in the 

fifth Willis Picture b.7et that the picturels proof that the President was hit 
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before Willis took that -;icture. 

Kraft objects to REMPIW.i. "P. 171, 1 stPar., 1,3 ' the dove JFK... the hawk 

LBJ1  This is Wrones opinion. JBK nearly dpiilled national deferjse eoending, 

:.authorized the Bay of 2igs 	 Tiresided over the militant Operation 

iiG:Rb-rte.selalliCTOOSE against Cuba, rattled sabres with Khruchehev in the 'uban 

.1,issile Crisis and api)roved(through 'obby) the repeated CIAV.Eafia assassination 

plots against Castro - hardly a dove." 

in tlih Kraft flauns either his deliberate dishonesty or his ignorance pf 

the field of his specialty, history. he also does not understand that there 

were two Kennedy Presidencies, with the radical change coming with that un-

precedented crisis of that missile crisis. It had Kennedy and Khruschohev not 

"tattling geamwtheir "sabr.es" but in desparCtion and in haste &Toning for a 
1, 	 e • -7  

s  sus k.ea o d keep them at Nre' 	nott in hand, and in that terrible 

crisis, with a potential for death and destruction like nothing in history, 

they wer4 both doves, no longer hawks. 

What IMti quotes is hardly a fair reflection of the actuallrone  

- 	

para- 

LZ! graph. Alat 	wrote is also false, as he should have mown if he is a 

real historian. E.i.senhoverWa 	the Bay of digs. Kennedy, when he had 

no real alternative and was seeking an alternative, did not dancel it. lie in- 

herited what Eisenhower treated and as the historical record shows, did that 

and other things like it with the intstilton of leaving Kennedy no choice and 

with the responsibility for what the jidsenhower admintstration did. 

It is false, from the available official record entiz.ely false, that 

either through his brother or in any other way Jobn Kennedy "approved" 

wbat -Kraft refers to as "the repeated CIA- Mafia assassination plots 

against Castro." The proof that this is all false is in the disclosed JFK 
.1./ 

assassination record; what was disclosed to me by the Justice Department gping 

automztioally into the public readin3.  rooms. It is also included in the annual 

State Department publication of ofificial records. 

Piret of all, hongoose was not, as Kraft implies, a plan for killing Castro. 

The CIA- lolafia plots were authorized by the Eisenhower administration. The 
xigireadt first was authorized the August befere Kennedy was elected, so he could 

not have "authorized" it. The second, and despbte Kraft'soverwriting only two 

such plots have been acknowledged, was by the CIA without any additional "authorization:' 

That Kraft could be so dishonest or so ignorant of his own field of ex,)ertise 

raises the most substantial questions about whether his word can be taken for anything 
on this subject. 

Ther4is tat has to be regarded as deliberate Kraft dishonesty in "P. 173 - last 
sentence- 'AcadaOics, lawjers and congressmen uttered not a singe Word [critical or 
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the government's lone assassin theoryP This is simply not true." 

It also is not what Wrone wrote! 

What he wrote abput in that paragraph is, *one's words, net Kraft's corruption 

of them, "the deliberate and sustained corruption of the film evidence by a 

fedemal cosmission investigating tha a presidential assassination." *ono theh 
said that "would have been a 	at scandal." These are in the second and third 

lines of that paragraph. There is no refeknce to the"govexnment's lone assassin 

tbeory" in this paragraph. And that was, of course, to Kraft's knowledge when 

he inserted what has to be regarded as a deliberate and intendedly defamatorS 
lie instead of Wii&H4 Uronds own words. 

The rest of Kraft's criticism is, of course, entirely irrelevant, although 

Kupfesman was not reelected,as the chairman of the Senate's first intelligence 

comnittee, the ChgailinIS8'was not reelected. 

-Like so such if this, it is not honest criticism. 

Kraft criticized Wrone far assns.; that since 1959 Osseld had fired 

only twice. He asks,"Haw does Wrone know?" He adds that "There is evidence that 

someone closely resembling Oswald fired a European weapon 0 at a Dallas 
shooting range shortly before the assassination." 

The number of people who fired a European weapon at a Dallas shooting range 

must be rather large, but there is no identification of any rifle in refgiing to it 
as s"a, European weapon," of ehich in manufacture gather than in identification 

(44"1!2-  there are equite many. And if Srsft does not know that what Wrone says is what the 
Commission also said, he is spending more time on his theorizing than in scholarship. 

14 there is any legitimate complain about tbis rather maksignificatt setter it would 
be to say that the source should be indicated. 

Lipirc 
in 	-t's criticism of what srone Imp says in the az-SA paragraSh he 

ks!"2,_, 
lies about me and forces me to defends myself with criticism ofssrarA. It he 

were forced to defend himself on this criticism, as is true of much if not most 
of it, hel'Ild find that impossible. He could not with fact rather than fancy., 

show what fact,  hbout the assassination and its official investigations the sa,V 

authors, including himself, brought to light rather than in their writing repeating 

what had already been published. The AHA review of Kartz's book is informative on 

this. Some have published the sildest fandasies and some are, literally, irrational, 

just plain crazy. The Lifton book had the largest sale and what it says that is 
fact about the assassination and its investigation had all been published years 
earlier, but Lifton would have it believed that he discovered sex and invented the 

wheelphat the assassination nuts, 'Ise 	, who is one, like about the Lifton 

book is his impossibl,fantasy that the President's body was kidnapped and altered 
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before it reached the .0(1thesda navy hospital, an absolute impossibility at each 
point in the Lifton fabrication. But if Kraft can consider the monstrous fabri- 
cation as adding "immeasuaeably to our knowledge, " his words, he is not qualified 

reviU 
for theeesponsibility he assumed. 

Bert's book is largely a rehash of what had been published earlier. He asked 
me to read and comment oa the chapters as he wrote them. Kurt's addition to "our 
knowledge of the assassination" is in bin own and also totally impossible fabrication, 
the last part that he did not ask me to read as commenton in advance. 

Or, Hurt added nothing that is factual and correct to what we know. This 
is true of all those Kraft names and he cannot defend his opinion, which ittle 
basis of his criticism:

1
Anyone who can read Livingstone'e virulent denunciations 

of these who refuse to appoint 	of the assassination hill is the vtetim of his 
virulent fabricationsleethe average high school student should be able to ...) 
recognizes ts not factual, not true. llobody is more libellous, literally 

libelous, in writing in thin field than. Livingstone but Kraft aperoves4 Oa 
writing and does not refer to it as libelous, as he does to drone's,ULat is 
not libelous. 	 I 

6144/177- in hispontinuedpersonal attacks on me and my writing, LawSt says that in 1 
footnore 7 on page 207"Nrone claim  -net a-Weisbey,Whitewash is infallible. This 
is an outrageously false claim, on 	made by Weisberg. his works, all of 

alno thema contain numerous errors and inaccuracies. This_i: t  t intended to attack 
-414- 2: Weisberg." If it does not have that intent, why does ' 	, who poses as an 

expert and wratee as though he has kaotedge of those allegedly "numerous errors 0- . Jaaal 014  K gii 	. and inaeuxacies,-" xaelMo-sw.iclibittration  of this serious charge to make about 
Cnyworks of nonfiction. Not only can Kraft not do this, he also misrepresents what 
O'CAnt t. i?.a.,at really wrote to be able to indulge his nastiness, not scholarship. 

W4it drone actually wrote is,"6  The best responsible examination of the 
Report is by Harold lieisborgiexe-l-d-We-i-eesag-,kaitsaaatir 	(Frederick, hi), 

) 
by the author, i965), la which, after thirty-four years no error has been found." 

. Oa aft 
What drone wrote is, literally, true, arid-Xpaadyamself fails to note any 

such error. en all the years since that book appeared, not a single one of those of 
whom my books are severely criticial in any Qoanisaion, committee or executive 
agency, has called or written me to complain that I was unfair or inaccuratein 
what 1 wrote of him. 

kolk 
This was not as hard for me as it was impossible for Vii; in his town book 

because I did no theorizing and stuck to the official, fact. Which almost nobody 
else, conspicuously kt t v  , did. 

In saying that as a scholar drone eschews the theoretical in fact of the 
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tt 
assassination for what others make up Wrone has "tunnel vision," - is 

rih 
actually 

eoeferring to what ho does ininis supposed review, and pn suying the others he 

has in mind made "equally si'mificant contributions" he is equating fact with 

fiction which, without exception, is what all those he named did include. But 
tIS" 0' -leettit is so umfaXliar with those other works he okes not even have the name 

of one of the mildest of those subject-matter ignoramuses/ wlue-la. The name is 

not Fetzer. 	is Fetzer, and he also is a professional scholar. But not on 

the licssination or on its investigations. 
+Ace 

s one of th. more ionorant,, and in not recognizing this Kraft is 

again d.ofirynstrating that he is not up to the responsibility he undertook. 

In the direct quotation of what Wrone actually wrote, it is apparent that 

Kraft could not 3.u.ote it and then say what he did. So, he made up what he could 

misuse to deceive and mislead the Kansas niversity Press. I never claimed 

that I was it l iible and I an aware of a few nis-Litkes, very few, in all that 

I have written, but none is a serious factual error and what is perhaps the 

most significant of that few is in a direct-facpLinile - use of an FBI report 

in which that mistake is made. It is conspicuous that in not a single jone 

of his criticisms of no and my work ,does Kurtz incoude a single citation or 

examp&fter/VIt ri 

14:e&t next says that, on page 208, Wrens is wrong in saying that the Gem- 

mission never said that the second shot missed. In fact, while this nay be 

literally true, the entiz4eport is built on the statement that the second 

shot did miss. Without that there could not have been the deport that was 

issued. It is not possible for an open and honest mind to read the two pages 

of the tepert that Wynne cites without this being stated clearly enough, as 

Wrone writes that it does. If iftmcf.-4 read the source sited, he could not possibly 

kJnele had an honest intention in his criticism. It cannot be missed, beginning with 

the first sentence on those cited bages, 
wlet 

t-Lu criticism of wbet trone wrote in the first paragraph op/ page ..213 
1.6444h con 	made conly by one who is a subjecy-matter ignoramus. here :heatlypioses as 

a lawyer in saying that what Wrens wrote is "potentially libelous statements." 
KA,rft. 

riere, as he does consistently, limVekt offers not ogiy no proof but no reason to 

believe it. Truthful criticism is not libel. 't if were the entire staff of the 

Commis:Dien and innumeniblo FBI agents would have sued me and ruined ipe. 

Knowing full well that considerations of libel are severely troubling to 

any publisher, Kraft says that that Wrone wrote on .page 214 is "Potentially 

libelous statements." To anyone not hung up on the wild theories abut the a 
L.0 

assassination and not firmly based in the established and irrefutable fact, 
r 

or 11 h. there is, =eh, the W-I warning, which can be fRi,lt interpreted as a 
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at, what Wrone aotoelly wrote es fair, is factually correct, and in no way 
/tee-he 

doe; ...raft justify his tereat to the potential eublisher that he will be sued 
if he publishes what Urone wrote. 

ertA 	 /11414 2-- 
is critical of Wrone for what .-gertT% says ;drone wrote on page 238, and 

:bone did not says t' t, eKraft's words of his critici672Mat Zaprudeiis an 
infallible witnessi2 - is-as why Zaprader is infeflible, which is the 
wtong euestion.What is correct s that e had by far the best view of what 
happened because his ele was f 	d n the President throudh the magnification 
of his zoom lens*. As I reiall the magnification was four times and his lens 

eriek was focused at all times on the President. Thiscx..eat best Petty stuff. Indulging 
in t4s kind of contrived criticism reflects Kraft's real intentions in what 
he says. It is because he has his own intentions that he iy without citpktionh, 
og.• quotation el a single one of his criticisms oflandmy writing. 

That Kraft has improper objective and is making up baseless criticisms if 
only to increase his volume of them 	again illuOrated in what he next says: 
"P. 332, 2nd  Far, - "He shot cold, not having lifired a rifle in four years.' 
Wrsne does not know this." 2.ut if Kraft were as familiar with the official evidence 
as hal pretends, he would know that this is what the Warren Cneelsion's records 
say. Without any disproof of which 4-  know. 

In his next criticism, on the same page. Kraft again raises questions about 
his subjectGmatter knowledge or his honesty in his "reviete"Literally,4urtz lies in: 
"P. 332, 3rd Par. - 'The Aberdeen tests peeved ikat ... that a conspiracy killed 
JFK.' DP. These were ballistics teats, whoseresultsare subject to opinion.[Tbis is 
add an additional, a separate lien The director of the Aberdden tests, Dr. elfrod 
Oli
f

specifically testified that the si le bullet was possible." 
Ig 1-ego ne's a • 	of the results of thop,tests is accurate, and fron what 

he has cited, 1t anew that. So, he does net quote Wawa:: what iron said and 
instead quotes Throne's summary. IrKtePtenad quoted Wayne fully he would not 
have dared this deliberate effort to prevent publication of the of 	to seem 
to puff himself up as the expert he is not. 

The first publication of the results of those tests is in the first of the 
Whitewash series, the 1965 book about which, without a siIle seecification or a 
single citation Kraft has had much that is critical of it to say, on page 26. It 
cites sources if Kraft was at all interested in truth and he could have checked 
these sources. Later, when I had more time and more space I went into that in 
greater detail. i attach copies of both because wha"-t-'.  pu.ilishex later, in AinEa 
ACALTI, oaivs 10.1q 	 zuvh was =king and is true despite 
tize-s unpardonable departure fron the straight and narrow and the accepted standards 
of scholarship by Kurta. 
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Aurtz says that Dr. Olivier was in charge of these ballistics tests, test 
to deteemine whether the shooting of the single-bullet theory was possible;  

re- - 
knew that when he i made up his entirely baseless criticism of what 'drone 
wrote. Olivier was in wounds, he headed wounds ballistee, as he testified. But 
aonald Sienons was in charge of those tests, as he testified and as i.g Kraft 
had done the basic, the absolute uinimum of real resaearch he would have known. 
In his testimony in Volume V of the Commission's hearings Simmons identified 
himself as "the 'bief of the Infantry Weapons Branch of the Ballistics 
aesoarch Laboratory of the Department of the Arne(attached page 441 of his / 
testimony). Toward She bottom of page 442 :Ammons testified that he had those 
test firing made. It was Simons, not ulivier, who provided the Commission with 
the results of hose tests, as quoted.lin .1Tionia  ApaNt 

/14P It is also a lie to says, es 	t does in his completely fabircated opinion 
of what Wrone wrote, that those results "are subject to opinion." They are not 
if honesty is intended and to say they are is to impose upon theileiiiWTrust 

&L -/- . 	1.) of those who are not sbject -matter experts and seek the ee-  twust from reviewers. 
At the leastt1L43is soon claiming expertise and knowledge he does not 

have and fabricates an opinion without the knowledge necessary for thaltpinion. 
cere6Oki in this he fabricates an entirely unfactual and unjustIfted

h
eeeir what Wrone used 

of what is uniquely my work. The beeinning of it in on the inside back cover of 
Whitewash II.While in that I used an inaccurate FBI report as the basis of the 

e44  evidence that it is Oswald in the 40etgens picture, it was not, as Kraft says, 
that identification is by the face. When that Iiltgens picture is enlarged it 

_er "1 nu -Pa,  
can be beli-eved-(=t time man in the doorway is either Oswald or Lovelady. But 
XtegieteledelTlite making little of it, what is definitive in making the identification 
is the shirt on that man. 

h/ Just as Whotographic Whitewaywas to have been published, all but the 
index having been printed, Lovelady's wifeialled mime to say that on the day of 
the assassination her husband had not earn the shirt the FBI said he did. I 
printed an account of her call on page 294, in the space available at the end of 
that index.She told me that he had worn a shirt with large red and black checks and I 
sh tried to sell it to me for a5,OOO.OQ. 

When CAS-TV was preparing an assassination sp ial, one of the producers 
of that show, Bob Richter, name to see me. What he as6ed was suggestions of what 
could make them good photo material and I sugeeeted that he pose Lovelady in the 
shirt he was really wearing that day, where the government says he was in thldoorway 
and from approoximetely the position in .hich Altgens was when he took that picture. 
Richter did photopeTh Livelady in that shirt and in those approximate positio6 
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in that doorway. The shirt is exactly what 'less. Lovelady described. 

Knowing that there was such a sik  I  then tried to figure out what unknown or 
1 

little-known pictures could have included that door way at or near the time 

of the assassination. I fixed on the first of the amateue films by those who 

organized themselves into The itallas Uinerca Associates to be able to sell ti44 
films, one of the Arm reels taken by a man named artin and whose pictures of the 

doorway are overexposed. eut examination of that overexposed footage disclosed 

that short on a man who looks very much like Lovelady. That shi 
t 

ahoXten the elan in the doorwey in the Ai-tgens picture and that 

Altehls pictures, has a pattern identical with the shirt Oswald 
when he was arrested. There is no proof that it was Lovelady in 

and there is this reason to belieye that of was Oswald. 
auziA There is other reasons to ebeiave that it was Oswald, some of which I 

published and for 	to says what he efoes about my writing he has to know 
ole that eel: evidence which 1  published in facsieele, in Ehotographis Whitewaadh 
in particular, on pages 2.e4=K-210 and 211. There are o rs who said they saw 
Oswald n the first floor just minutes before the actual firing, very few minutes. 

heoV 
s last criticisn here is, "P. 404, 2nd Ear.- Once again, Weisberg was not 

perfect and infallible. he made mistakes." 
4 

Thos doe4not rake a case that 	king Wrone dote about "i. Harold Weisberg's 
. els 

Whitewash" is factually incorrOct. 	is not scholarly and it is not what should 

be expected in a review for a potential publisher. It is an unwarranted nastiness, 
k1111. r 

not sceolarhsip, in which 	Indulges for his own reasons and prejudices and 

it is Iless that a publisher needs for making a decision to publish or not to 
ptheliSh. 

I have ten this extra time when el am past de and in bad health and rather 

feeble and limited because for the past seven years I have been using what time 

remains for me to making as much of a record for history as I can abpgt tip 

extremes of both sides in the controversy over the assassination in which I am 

the lonely man in the middle. Despite my feebleness 1 have, in unedited rough 

draft form, more than two dozen book-length manuscripts. Several are about 
200,600 words long. After that review of fKurtzis assassination trash , a work 

that would disgrace a proud writer and does disgrace a professional historian, 

I ignoxed Eitiztr, and did not take time for a fair representation of weat he and 

his book are. So, to a degree, this can also substitite for that.Thanks to Kurtz's 
personal excesses and departures from what is traditional in prepublication Imam 

reviews, he makes the case that for whatekhr reason he is a deliverate 

this is a harsh emu:Lent, it is more than justified when what he has done has the 

rt cannot be the 
shirt, in the 

was searing 
e/feenf 
that 4  _ 
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clear latent of discouraging publication of the book crone wrote. 

It also is less than honest for Kraft to keep secret from Kansas that 

he and Wrone Trire involved in controversy many yoard ago, as they were at a 

Semthern Historical Association convention in New Orleans. There Kurtz wanted 

to prevent the appearance of anyone who did not agree with his preconceptions 

of the assassination and its investigations. 

If there are aay Astions about this I will do my beet to an'iver them, 

as I will if any questions are prompted by this. I an not in a position to make 

a duplicate of that frLane of the Eertin DCA film but anyone who wants to can 

exzPlaine it and the iiichter slide here. My xerox does not repdoduce colon so 

that the cheeks are xed and black will not be seen it a xerox. 

Kraft ends with a list of works that he says discuss the Zapruder film. 

lie does not make out any kind of case that those he lists, including him own, 

axe by thooe with subjea-matter expertise. any  ere very poor, sometimes ludi-
crous works and one of those he recommends was the subject of a libel suit 

for its misinterpretation of the Zapruder film. The publisher settled, out of 

court, the suit by retired Secret Service agent Hickey who, sVch being the 

authors' expertise,/cleine4that by accident an agent killed Kennedy. 

Dick Gregory. a ilAt14,441, para 
Kraft also imcludes gossip and ependable authority, as in criticising 

Are one for not using, "COPA, Video Tapes of Annual. Cingerences." his last words 
highlight his irresponsibility and bin arldicition to the assassination nuttiness 
of so many who imagine t cemselcs.:, as doest:t, as Sherlock liolmes reborn: 

*Wrone shiAllit also run extensive searches on www search engines. Alta Vista 

alone has over 4,000 bits for 'Zapruder 

Alta Vista and mum are responsible, dependable sources on such a subject? 

This is the opposite of a scholarly aperoach. 

I also note that there are other videos that Kurtz omits because they do 

not goof for his fabrications and imaginings. One won the highestihener in the 

history division, the Golden Eagle. But that is not good enough for 	when he 
ean complain, because all the fabrications and imaginings he refers to were not 

v+741.Y. 
It is conspicuous, and this bears on Zret4-s professionalism 4 not alas 

on his honesty, that for all his contrived criticisms of !Lie and of my work he 
cites not a single illustr4ion of his fabrications, none being possible or he 

would have used them, alarlitos not a single page as even illustrative of his 
made-up criticisms. 

r of rho  BonAr ienningor is thr~ Most write 	aim Er _Or, ::: tthat book isi 

is the comedian 

used by drone. 
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The anonymous review 

This is a fair commentary and it lacks the prefudice of Kurtz's but while 

all tat ie says aeeeers to be re4sonahle, it in fact undescores the basic 14*, 
fact, thet there are remarkably few people in the ceountry who have taken the 
time to read all the extensive material necessary to a basic understanding 
of the realities and can know whether a belief or a conjecture is supeorted 

by the official fact. Z‘ of thUs basic fact is hard for a professional scholar 
to believe because the reel story of t/c assassination and its investigations 

is without precedent. For example, neither of these reviewers states or reflects 

al understanding of the fact that in our society an assassination of any 
President is a de facto coup d'etat.If the assassination has no eueh intent 
it does have that result. That was true when Johnson, who held many beliefs 
that were not eeneedyle, became Preeicat vittle_also believed that there had 

been a conspiracy and this is recorded in the disclosed official fact. But as 
is little known and net mentioned by either reviewer, he agreed on the night 
of the second day after the assassination to it being assumed that Oswald was 

the lone assassin and that without any real investigation having been possible 
/hoe 

for the government to say that the evidence it/tiled proved Oswald was the lone 

assassin when it had no such evidence— not then and not when the Comelssion 
issued its Report. In fact, it was never possible to place Oswald at the 

place from which the shots eero alleeed to have come at the time when they 
were fired and he was not there then. The government never had a case that 

it could have dared take to court and this is without, question, although the 
c304,444. 

proofs are buried in the great mass of officialrfx5Zirds most of which have id' 

nothing at all to do with the crime. I have copies of some of this documentation 

separated for copying and I would sugeest that it be used in facsimile to make 
that information moreteadily available. I believe it has never been disclosed 
in facsimile and has rarely been mentioned in the media., 

The reviewer's observation that Wren° did not Conduct interviews of Church 
COrdatteOhad. AOU8C assussine committee staffs is correct but the reviewer appears 
not to have understood th*t crone limited himself to the official record and 
not the opinions of those w1,0 had their own and their committees' pasts to 
defend. With the Church conunittee the assassination subcommittee was headed by 
Senator Schweiker. The other member, Senator Bart, had nothing at all to &pith 

it. Schweiker was dominated by the theories none of which had any validity in the 
existing, available and official fret and he ignored this existing evidence 
in pursuit of his fantasy.-sand got nowhere with all that silliness. 

Finding out the truly is 	oredifficult now thanthe author would have 
A 
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us bolieve.7rone did not undertake to addees the whole proof of the assasi- 

nation. as is a study of the import5pnee of the Zaprudera film, of one aspect 

of th: assassination ana its investigations, one aspect that has never been 

addressed an he has, wide the inclusivcneno 4111d the detail and the documentation 

of that important assassination evidence. But the fact is that as almost none 
catta_ar. 

who have written about the aseassins"'Understand, it is nut possible for private 

pel-aons to now investigate the assassination because the crime itself was never 

efficially inveatigatad. Thera is documentation of this and as s4sted above, 

soma of it might sell be ind:uded, in facsimile. 

the roviewar's Illustrations of what he terms purple prose that arc, on 
A of their face, rea:enablei  reflect the lack of knowledapA the entvneive official 

fact, one of the problems created by massive investigation of the irrelevant 

that created a mass of irrelevand records and by tbm mass alone Wje an 

effective denial of access. 

The first is Wrune's statement that"the Church committee *permanently 

dishonored the nation'." This rafere to the Schweikor subcommittee and when 

only its interprbtalion of its obligations is considered the prone comment 
is not excessive. 6chweiker began with impossible but attractive prpconceptions 

beye1441 
and nothing else and wont novhexe, wine;,; anywhere. with thUers-7,;(5tions being - 
imposaible. 

lhe seeond illustration is of the attribution of shame to the CIA and& 

an araliment acaiNat believing this is that 'drone "claims that the CIA provided 

n strong criticism of the Warren Uommission Report." That proof was not given 

to the otmansion but was withhold. by 	CIa until its disclosure was 

comnellod by the auckefelIer comisalon. That Commission, beaded by the former 

Conmission assistant counsel, David i3elin, in turn suppressed that proof. 

did obtain it and I did public at facsimile in the 1976 reprint of rhoto-
graphis Whitewaah on paces 295 following. 

This reviewer tiftsunderstood what drone was saying in his comment that 

professors have been unwilling to criticiia the government. krone did not moan 

it as a general statement. lie meant as criticism related to the assassination 
and itu investigations, and that is a true, an unexaggerated statement. 

The reviewer believes that ma ny „rofessors "have failed to resolve the 

matter not for the lack of trying but because the discovery of convincing 

evidence has proven virtually impousible." This is a reasonable presumption 

but very few professors have made the effort and the few who have asked questions 
./ of 

 
no or have used the arehivu iranke freely available to all did not believe 

the official "solution" to begin with. however, other than in solving the 

crime, "the discovery of convincing evidence" that the government did not do 
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uhat the country ca-,Tccted it to do and that it did not solve the crime is 
no recAay available that i have printed nine books on that, with hundreds 

of pageS in facsimile, inclueini;; records that were officially suppressed, AI 
like those referred to above dd like the deilth certificate. Imagine that in 

an invo tigation of a kurder the efficial certificate of dea s was not 
only suppressed from twenty-ono lar,y3 azolumes, it was hideen so that researchers 
could not find it by a dil.:.gent search for it! 

The re:I/Jeweils belief that there should be "added thought to the quick 
dismissal. of a pessible IjUban cteection" ellunteatee how little understanding 
r. the basic fact there ie 	aMOila the bettor informed ofAree Par there to 
have been a Cuban connection that "connection" had to be able to do much more 
that shoot the President end 	more than get away. That was impossible for 

Cuba or for most countries. Besides which no country would have eVen d  
of using an Leswald as an assassin. tie wan, despite all the obfuscation, so 
poor a shot yObaro earlier thatqflo friends in the Marines testified .that 
they credited him with hits when he missed in their Carget shooting. And 
even then Us;rald was only a single point above the minimum required of all 
in the military. The corps' commandant rated. Oswald as a "rather poorYhot," 
a4rone did report. But even more important is the fact that beginning with 
the solution to the Cuba misuilds crisis of October, 1962, not only :that there 
considerable cnange in the) policies of the -14:nniedy administration, that solu-
tion guaranteed Castro and Cuba against any invasion. That was a protection 
lehruschchev could not provide and his inability to provide that is what led 
to the introduction of Soviet miesiles into Cuba. Castro would have had to 
be an idiot to hall bin only real protection ilt1 the entire world! That solu- 
tion 	that the united "takes would protect Cuba against any invasion. 

Senator jaeuell did believe that there might have been a Communist connection, 
as what Tohnzon said can be interpreted as meaning/  but they knew only what 
they were given and aside fora any preconceptions they may heave bad what was 
given to thorn led them to 	beliefs. Neither was given all that was 
obtained;  not any of the information that established the impossibility of 
the assassination having been a Cuban job. 

On the Russell "terminally ill" comment, Russell had emphysema and there I mull 
was no 	z cure for it. But it does not kill instanay. it taken years. And 
as he told and wrote me, it .incited what he could undertake after he knew how the 
Comiseion had violated its agreed-to procedures and had eliminated from its 
records the record of his disagreement he was making for 14story, for Senator 

14../1,047i Cooper and for himself." also have doeumentation of this feT/the Russell archive 
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at the Univcr.ity 	"rcorgia at atheno.It is suitable for facsimile reproduction 
if the University of Ueurain'a i)CriiliSSiOil is obtr ined. it includes an eloquent 
oral history by Sqhtor Jooper/. 

In the recommended use of picture, with which I agree, that use requires 
copyright permieoion and with tho Zapruder family that means a very high coat, 
which is what tic y charge. 

An illustration of how little the most intolligunt ba:.e been able to 
loam about the: actualitioa of tho assassination and its investigation, this 
reviewer is "inclined tiacceat the waofficial concluoicaitof the House Select 
Uommitteo ma staff director that eawald killed jIT:: under mob direction and 
with help." The fact is that 4tcbert Blakey began with the presumption the 
asoassination was a :tiob job and 4ospite the great effort he made to prove it 
came up blank, there being, in fact, no reason even to suspect that the 
mafid hie the Preoidart keilled. iiot in the estubliuhed official fact. It 
is illuatrative of the realities that are almost enti6ely unknown that the 
IlUA did not even act from the VBI, and this moans after in ',NIA litigation 
I had forced thom into the public don a, anything like the volume of those 
iBI assassination records I had made public. I do riot not have access to the 
files in which the J I3I report on what the heCa got from it but my recollection 

is that i got almost as many mafia refords as it those said to be on 
ihe assassination. And those it got on the assassination were not much more 
tIvan half of what i had obtained by that litigation. 

,- be g .rim realities are not what an authentic and informed Scholar would 
expect thorn to be- should be entitied to expect *Ulm to id be. 

Tao, for example, the abundant criticism of government by scholars on 
other subjects is assume to ba their criticism on this subject, and that is 
not what the :record shows. 

If this book is publishedWena) will be only the thord person who published 
a book about the assassination that is devoid of theorizing and restricts itself 
entirely or almost entirely to the official fact of the official investigations-
and aboul which officialdom was often not correct in interpretation of it or 
in the mooning given to it. 

While this may be hard to believe, that it i3 the fact j.5 that all I printed 
on this in all tbose volumes is what the official record actually says and\espite 
the uninfoamed slurs by Kraffe, who confuses his likes and didlikes with evidenc(b3  
Aith the passing of thirty-five years since the publication of my first book, not 
one of the Coacission or ofits staf, or of teatHouse committee or its staff has ) 
written or phoned me to comliain that 1 was unfair or inaccurate in what I wrote 

about him. 'ibis, not the 'arts fabrications, is the fact. It reflects the reality. 


